
A go-to cookbook of comfort food and special meals  
from one of Canada’s top chefs

MarK	MceWan

great Food at Home
family-style	recipes	for	everyday

Celebrity Chef Mark McEwan’s Great Food at Home contains 100 fabulous recipes 
that are easy to make and enjoy with family and friends in the comfort of home.

McEwan is widely recognized for his distinctive style of cooking that captures the 
essence of classical cuisine with nuances of contemporary flavours. Regardless of 
the lofty caliber of the cuisine that earned him honours, such as having his res-
taurant North 44 named the best in Toronto by Gourmet magazine for three years 
running or having ByMark anointed as enRoute magazine’s New Restaurant of the 
Year, McEwan loves the simple pleasures of cooking good food at home.  

Great Food at Home includes McEwan’s favourite recipes—try a pizza with fontina 
and white truffle, gnocchi with gorgonzola cream and woodland mushrooms, 
risotto with spring peas and seared fillet of yellow perch, prosciutto-wrapped sea 
bass, or rustic roast chicken with root vegetables. Cook delicious comfort food like 
the famous Bymark burger or a mouth-watering lobster grilled-cheese sandwich. It 
is comfort food simply at its best. 

MARK McEwAN is a celebrity chef, restaurateur, and 
Food Network’s TV host of The Heat. His highly acclaimed 
restaurants include North 44, Bymark, One, and Fabbrica 
as well as the gourmet food market McEwan.

@mark-mcewan

 Mark-Mcewan

 www. mcewanfoods.com 

sales
as	host	of	fine	living	network’s	The Heat 
with Mark McEwan and	head	judge	on	the	
hit	food	network	series	Top Chef Canada,	
Mark	Mcewan	is	one	of	the	most	recognizable	
faces	in	the	canadian	fine	food	industry

He	is	a	media	darling	and	a	regular	at	
consumer	trade	shows	such	as	the		
Delicious	food	show

He	has	4	restaurants	in	Toronto:		
north	44,	bymark,	one,	and	fabbrica
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also	available:

Mark McEwan’s Fabbrica
$39.00	/	Pb	/	978-0-670-06515-8
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